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Abstract—The main topic of presented article is the effective
application of alternative and renewable energy sources with
demanded level of power quality and electromagnetic
compatibility. This decision is especially actual in conditions of
industrial enterprises with continuous mode of technological
process and responsible consumers. The configuration of
electrical complex of combined power supply on the base of
renewables and hybrid correction device is developed and proved
in this article. Also the control algorithm of proposed electrical
complex functioning is developed. The main functions of hybrid
correction device, which is included in proposed electrical
complex structure, are determined. The mathematical model of
proposed electrical complex is developed. The results of
mathematical modeling and computer simulation show the
satisfactory level of power quality and electromagnetic
compatibility in conditions of application of developed electrical
complex.

I. INTRODUCTION
The main trend in developing and designing of modern
power supply systems of industrial enterprises of different
areas is the complex application of local alternative and
renewable sources in the framework of distributed generation
[1]. This decision is conditioned by the presence of
responsible power consumers, which define the continuity and
stability of technological process in industrial enterprises. For
example in conditions of oil production enterprises such
consumers are submersible motors of centrifugal pumps [2]
and in conditions of cable production enterprises such
consumers are the installations of isolation preparing for crosslinked polymer cables [2]. According to the results of
theoretical and experimental researches for such installations
the permissible duration of voltage dip and power supply
interruption is less than 0.15 s [3].
Distributed generation systems may function in two main
modes: in autonomous mode without presence of conventional
centralized power supply system and in parallel mode with
presence of conventional centralized power supply system. In
one’s turn any distributed generation system may contain one
or more alternative and renewable power sources [4]. In case
of parallel functioning of distributed generation system with
centralized electrical network or combined working of few
alternative and renewable energy sources in one local power
supply system there is the problem of effective

synchronization of parallel working of generators of different
types [5], [6].
Also the power quality rising and electromagnetic
compatibility ensuring problem is important and actual in case
of centralized and distributed power supply systems. In the
first case there is a great number of power converters, which
are included in variable speed drive systems of technological
installations [7]. In the second case the electrical complexes of
wind-diesel installations, solar stations and micro turbine
installations, which work on the following oil gas, contain
power converters for concordance of voltage and current
parameters with required values of connected load, which also
may include power converters [8].
Thus the problem of developing of electrical complexes on
the base of centralized and distributed energy sources for
uninterruptable power supply for responsible consumers and
ensuring power quality and electromagnetic compatibility
level is quite actual in any industrial area [9].
II.

THE EXISTING TECHNOLOGIES

Nowadays there is a number of technical devices and
decisions, which allow to provide the uninterruptable power
supply mode, the required level of power quality and
electromagnetic compatibility. Let’s consider the most
significant and perspective devices and decisions.
The application of STATCOM device or parallel active
filter with wind power station for improvement of power
quality level [10], [11] is suitable and effective only in case of
weak power systems with large internal impedance, which
work mainly in isolated mode without presence of centralized
power supply.
The application of series active filter as controllable
voltage source for concordance of voltage levels of centralized
and distributed power supply systems [12] is effective
applicable only for one load or for small group of loads of
similar types and functioning mode. Also the installation of
series active filter may reduce the reliability level of whole
power supply system in case of filter failure.
The application of hybrid parallel active filter in the mode
of uninterruptable power supply is suitable only in case of
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digital computer loads [13], which are very sensitive to
voltage distortions, dips and deviations.

On the Fig.1: MTI – mircro turbine installation, which
works on the following oil gas, WI – wind installation, SS –
solar station, CS – control system, PAF – parallel active filter,
PF1…PFn – passive filters, QF1-QF7 – circuit breakers. The
structure on the Fig.1 presents the case of isolated functioning
without centralized power supply system, but it can be
supplemented to this structure.

Also all mentioned decisions are not able to provide the
required level of synchronization between different generators
of different alternative and renewable sources in parallel
functioning mode. Besides it’s necessary to take into account
the opportunity of co-generation and three-generation modes
of micro turbine installations, which work on the following oil
gas. In such case there are two generators in micro turbine
installation: first is the main generator, second is the auxiliary
generator, which works on gas exhaust energy [6].
III.

Let’s consider the functioning principle of this system. The
group of responsible consumers is fed from common busbar,
which has two input circuit breakers QF1 and QF2. The main
power supply input is provided by the MTI through QF1, QF2
is the bypass power supply from WI and SS. MTI, WI and SS
are equipped by power converters AC/DC and DC/DC for
current and voltage levels concordance with values, required
by consumers. QF5 provides the automatic reserve input in
case of MTI breakdown and in case of combined power supply
from MTI, WI and SS. Hybrid correction device according to
the structure, presented on the Fig.1, consists of PAF and set
of passive filters PF1…PFn.

THE PROPOSED DECISION

According to the results of theoretical and experimental
researches it was detected that in conditions of presence of the
responsible technological consumers, which are territorially
dispersed, without centralized power supply it is reasonable to
use distributed generation systems on the base of combined
functioning of wind-diesel installations, solar stations and
micro turbine installations, which work on the following oil
gas [14]. Also in such generation systems the micro turbine
installations may work in co-generation and three-generation
modes for improvement of energy usage efficiency [15].

There are two main functions, which are provided by the
mentioned hybrid correction device. The first function is the
ensuring of synchronization of parallel functioning of MTI,
WI and SS. The second function is the improvement of power
quality and electromagnetic compatibility level during power
supply of responsible technological consumers. The first
function is realized by means of PAF application in the
structure of proposed electrical complex. The second function
is realized by means of usage PF, which quantity is determined
by the harmonic spectrum of nonlinear load in content of
responsible consumers.

For the mentioned conditions the electrical complex of
combined power supply on the base of renewables and hybrid
correction device was designed, which structure is presented
on the Fig.1.

The basic structure of PAF consists of three main parts:
power part, storage element and control system. The power
part includes voltage source inverter on the basis of IGBT
elements and output passive filter, which may includes
resistors, inductances and capacitors. The control system
includes voltage and current primary sensors and
microprocessor or programmable controller, realizing the
demanded functioning algorithm. The capacitor plays the role
of storage element, which is connected in direct current side of
voltage source inverter [16], [17].
The PF are implemented on the base of resonance filters,
which are tuned for elimination of character harmonics, which
orders are 5th, 7th, 11th, 13th and so on. According to the
harmonic spectrum of nonlinear load, when only one harmonic
may give the main contribution to the total harmonic distortion
factor, it is reasonable to use one PF, which is tuned to
elimination of that harmonic. Also the PF quantity may be
changed according to the variations of harmonic spectrum.
The control and monitoring of structure, functioning modes
and key parameters of the proposed electrical complex are
provided by CS.
The structure, presented on the Fig.1, can be changed in
case of parallel functioning of renewables with centralized
power supply system. In such mode the reference signal for
synchronization process is the centralized power supply
voltage. In case of isolated work of proposed electrical
complex without centralized power supply the reference signal

Fig. 1. The structure of proposed electrical complex
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The measurement subsystem includes voltage and
frequency sensors for determination of current values of
voltage and frequency on the output of each power source. The
information from these sensors is necessary for two main
aims: appropriate synchronization of parallel functioning of
several power sources and detection of failures on the output
of each source for operative change of the proposed electrical
complex structure by means of circuit breakers QF1…QF7.
The accuracy level of these sensors must be in the range of
0.5-1 % for ensuring the proper mode of synchronization.

is the output voltage of MTI, because the last one has the
largest rated power in comparison with WI and SS as a rule.
That’s why MTI or centralized power supply system can be
considered as the main source in proposed electrical complex.
IV.

THE CONTROL SYSTEM OF PROPOSED ELECTRICAL
COMPLEX

The structure of control system of proposed electrical
complex of combined power supply is presented on the Fig.2.

PCB provides the conversion of measured phase or linear
(phase-to-phase) voltages on the output of sources according
to the following equations [18], [19]:

UĮ

UĮ

( 2  U ab  U bc ) / 3 ; U ȕ

2
>U a  0,5 U b  U c @; U ȕ
3

U bc / 3 .

(1)

U b  U c / 3.

(2)

In equations (1) and (2) Ua, Ub, Uc – root-mean-square
values of phase voltages on the output of power source (MTI,
WI, SS, CPS), Uab, Ubc – root-mean-square values of linear
voltages on the output of same power sources. Also in some
cases it is reasonable to use dq phase conversions, which allow
to separate active and reactive components of voltage, current
and power for effective compensation of reactive power [20],
[21].
BPS ensures separation of the reference phase ș for pure
sinusoidal voltage generation according to the following
equations:

cos ș U Į / U sm ; sin ș U ȕ / U sm ; U sm

U Į2  U ȕ2 .

(3)

PSB provides phase synchronization between different
power sources during their parallel functioning for combined
power supply. Such synchronization is realized by means of
phase locked loop (PLL) system, which structure may differ
from typical according to the application area. In conditions of
electrical complexes it is reasonable to apply the structure,
which presented on the Fig.3, in case of phase conversions
usage [22].
Fig. 2. The structure of control system of proposed electrical complex

On the Fig.2: FMB – frequency measurement block, VMB
– voltage measurement block, PCB – phase conversion block,
BPS – block of phase separation, BDRV – block of
determination of reference values, PSB – phase
synchronization block, BPF – block of pulses forming, PAF
INV – voltage source inverter of PAF, CBCB – control blocks
of circuit breakers QF1…QF7, according to the structure on
the Fig.1.

Fig. 3. The structure of PLL system for phase synchronization

On the Fig.3: Ȧin, șin – power source input frequency and
phase correspondingly, Ȧin, șin – output frequency and phase
correspondingly, PI – PI regulator, 1/p – integrator, sin, cos –
trigonometric functions, usin(Ȧint+șin) and ucos(Ȧint+șin) –
orthogonal components of input phase or linear voltage in DE
or dq reference frame [23].

The presented structure includes four main subsystems:
measurement
subsystem,
synchronization
subsystem,
subsystem of control pulses forming and subsystem of circuit
breakers QF1…QF7 control.
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BDRV provides determination of reference values of
voltage and frequency. There are two main cases: the absence
and the presence of CPS. In the first case the reference values
determine in the output of MTI as the most powerful source, in
the second case the reference values determine in the output of
CPS. After phase synchronization by means of PSB and
determination of reference values, using BDRV, the reference
signals of voltages are defined according to the following
equations [24]:

U refĮ
U refa

U ref cos ș out ; U refȕ
U refĮ ;U refb

U ref sin ș out ,

( 3  U refȕ  U refĮ ) / 2 ;

U refc ( 3  U refȕ  U refĮ ) / 2 .

(4)

(5)

In equations (4) and (5): Uref – the reference value of
voltage, determined on the output of MTI or CPS, șout – the
voltage phase on the output of PLL system, presented on the
Fig.3.
BPF is realized on the base of hysteresis regulators with
controllable width of hysteresis zone for improvement of pulse
forming mode. The hysteresis zone width is measured in units
of controllable value and in our case can be regulated in the
range of 1 to 10 Volts. The generated control pulses are
entered to the drivers of control system of PAF voltage source
inverter. The PAF inverter generates synchronized voltage in
parallel mode with MTI or CPS for ensuring of uninterruptable
power supply mode of responsible technological consumers
[25].
CBCB provides the operative control of circuit breakers
QF1…QF7 state in case of proposed electrical complex
structure changing.
V.

THE FUNCTIONING ALGORITHM OF PROPOSED
ELECTRICAL COMPLEX

The structure of the functioning algorithm of proposed
electrical complex of combined power supply is presented on
the Fig.4.
According to the presented algorithm first of all it is
necessary to start the main power source. In case of CPS
presence such operation is not required. In case, when MTI is
the main power source, few minutes are required for starting
turbine and generator. After starting and going out of MTI on
the steady state it is necessary to measure of the key
parameters of generated power on the output of MTI DC/AC
converter, namely voltage level and frequency. The obtained
measured values are the reference quantities for the following
synchronization procedure [26].

Fig. 4. The structure of functioning algorithm of proposed electrical complex

Among the whole group of responsible consumers there
are several parts of consumers of different rated power,
different functioning mode, which defines the character of
power consumption. Such character should be taken into
account when selection of power sources quantity and types.
For example the responsible consumers of technological
automation, low power electric drives of technological valves,
which work several times per year, can be fed from SS. More
powerful consumers can be fed from MTI or WI. Also in
emergency cases for proper finishing of responsible
technological process without damage for people and
equipment, the energy, stored in super-capacitors, should be

Further the responsible consumers are fed from MTI by
means of switching on circuit breaker QF1.
After it the measurement of power consumption
parameters of the responsible consumers is provided,
including rated active and reactive power measurement, rated
current of each consumer.
According to the results of measurement the demanded
quantity of power sources is determined.
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used. The charging mode of super-capacitors is defined by
control system of AC/DC converters of MTI, WI
and SS.

determines the following levels of the individual harmonic
distortion factor: for 5th – 6 %, for 7th – 5 %, for 11th – 3.5 %,
for 13th – 3 %.

The next stage is switching on of circuit breakers QF3,
QF4 for comparison of reference values of voltage and
frequency on the output of MTI DC/AC converter with current
output values of voltage and frequency on the output of WI
and SS DC/AC converters.

In case of harmonic elimination necessity the circuit
breakers QF6, QF7 must be switched on. The quantity of
filters PF and corresponding circuit breakers are defined by
harmonic spectrum of nonlinear load of responsible
consumers.

According to the results of comparison the signals of task
for output voltage and frequency for DC/AC converters of WI
and SS are formed. These signals are transformed to control
pulses for PAF inverter by means of pulse former on the base
of BPF.

The hardware implementation of the proposed control
system and algorithm can be realized by means of existing
microcontrollers and microprocessors. Also in case of
territorially dispersion of responsible consumers and presence
of several proposed electrical complexes, the whole
information about power quality level in each group of
consumers from control system of each complex can be
collected in cloud storage by means of wireless technologies
for further analysis and processing. From this point of view the
proposed control system can be easily integrated in any
complex control and monitoring system.

Further it is necessary to switch on the circuit breakers
QF2 and QF5 for power supply of responsible consumers. The
function of circuit breaker QF5 is to separate of responsible
consumers according to criterion of rated power, functioning
mode according to technological process, level of
technological responsibility. In some cases one part of
powerful responsible consumers can be separately supplied
from MTI and another part of low-power consumers, which
are very sensitive to any disturbance in power supply system
and have the highest level of technological responsibility, can
be connected to SS and WI. For example powerful nonlinear
responsible consumers can negatively influence to power
supply mode of digital control system for technological
process in case of parallel functioning of MTI, WI and SS.
Therefore sometimes it is necessary to separate some groups
of responsible consumers when selection of power supply
source among MTI, WI and SS [27].

VI.

SIMULATION RESULTS

x Voltage and current total harmonic distortion factor.

For evaluation of efficiency of proposed electrical complex
of combined power supply the mathematical model of such
complex with nonlinear load as responsible consumer, PAF
and two PF, which are tuned to eliminate 5 and 7 harmonic, is
developed in MATLAB Simulink software. In this model the
power supply source is presented by means of MTI and WI.
The parameters of power supply sources and nonlinear load
are selected according to the results of experimental
researches, which were carried out in conditions of oil
production enterprises. These parameters are suitable also for
other industrial areas, where nonlinear load has wide spread in
form of power converters of variable speed drive systems. The
control system of electrical complex is realized on the base of
proposed structure and algorithm.

x Voltage and current individual harmonic distortion
factor.

The results of mathematical modeling are shown on the
Fig.5, 6. and in the Table I.

The next stage is the measurement of power quality
indicators. For ensuring of stable power supply mode the
following power quality indicators should de measured:

x Voltage dips and deviations level.
On the base of measurement results the number of filters
PF1…PFn must be selected and for power quality
improvement.
The correspondence of measured indicators to the required
levels is checked according to the demands of Russian GOST
32144-2013 and International standard IEEE 1459-2010 in
power quality and electromagnetic compatibility area.
According to the GOST 32144-2013 the voltage total
harmonic distortion factor must be less than 8 % in conditions
of low voltage networks. The level of voltage dips and
deviations must not exceed ±10 % of rated phase voltage
value. The individual harmonic distortion factor is set for each
harmonic component. In conditions of industrial power supply
systems with intensive spread of variable speed drive systems,
as the man kind of nonlinear load, the main contribution to the
total voltage and current harmonic spectrum is brought by
character harmonics with numbers 5, 7, 11, 13 and so on. For
voltage harmonics of such numbers the GOST 32144-2013
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Fig. 5. The network voltage (a) and total consumption current (b) waveforms,
obtained during mathematical modeling without PF connection

The waveforms of network voltage and current without PF
connection show the satisfactory synchronization mode
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without any oscillations, which may appear in case of poor
synchronization mode.

are decreased significantly after PF connection, but such
factors are not regulated by GOST 32144-2013. Also the level
of voltage deviations also decreases in mode of PF connection.

TABLE I. THE RESULTS OF MATHEMATICAL MODELING
Quantity
Voltage total harmonic distortion factor, %
(without PF)
Voltage total harmonic distortion factor, %
(with PF)
Current total harmonic distortion factor, %
(without PF)
Current total harmonic distortion factor, %
(with PF)
Voltage individual 5th harmonic distortion factor, %
(without PF)
Voltage individual 7th harmonic distortion factor, %
(without PF)
Current individual 5th harmonic distortion factor, %
(without PF)
Current individual 7th harmonic distortion factor, %
(without PF)
Voltage individual 5th harmonic distortion factor, %
(with PF)
Voltage individual 7th harmonic distortion factor, %
(with PF)
Current individual 5th harmonic distortion factor, %
(with PF)
Current individual 7th harmonic distortion factor, %
(with PF)
Network voltage deviation, % (without PF)
Network voltage deviation, % (with PF)

The waveforms of network voltage and current with PF
connection also show the satisfactory harmonicity level.

Value
16.09

Therefore the hybrid correction device, including PAF and
PF, in structure of proposed electrical complex ensures in
satisfactory level two main functions: synchronization of
parallel working of several renewable power sources during
combined power supply of responsible consumers and power
quality improvement.

1.43
22.99
0.43
13.85

VII. DISCUSSION

8.75

The proposed technical decision is based on the existing
well-known physical and electrical effects, but the new main
feature of this decision is the opportunity of effective
synchronization of parallel working of several renewable
sources, which have different origin. Also there is an
opportunity to improve the efficiency of micro turbine
installation functioning by means of co-generation and threegeneration modes. Besides the main existing application of
hybrid correction systems is the harmonic elimination, but in
the presented decision such system is used for synchronization
of parallel working of several power sources. The application
area of the proposed decision is both conventional power
systems and smart grids.

21.32
11.41
0.08
0.02
0.13
0.02
2.49
1.18

VIII. CONCLUSION
The electrical complex of combined power supply on the
base of renewables and hybrid correction device is proposed.
The electrical complex allows to ensure the uninterruptable
mode of power supply of the responsible technological
consumers. The proposed electrical complex is realized on the
base of micro-turbine installation, wind installation and solar
station. The hybrid correction device, which is included in the
structure of proposed electrical complex and consists of active
and passive filters, ensures the synchronization of parallel
functioning of several renewables in the mode of combined
power supply.

In the Table I the values of voltage and current total
harmonic distortion factors before and after connection of two
PF, which are tuned to eliminate 5th and 7th harmonics, are
presented. Similarly the the values of voltage and current
individual harmonic distortion factors for 5th and 7th harmonics
are also presented for such modes.

The proposed control system and algorithm for electrical
complex is intended for operative changing structure of power
supply system, power quality control and monitoring.
The results of mathematical modeling prove the
satisfactory performance level of the proposed electrical
complex of combined power supply.
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The obtained results show the compliance of mentioned
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